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AUTHORI'rIES. 

For the medical history of the war, Sir James McGrigor's Auto~ 
biography, though all too brief, is a classic. Waiter Henry's" Events of 
a Military Life " is a most readable book and gives some interesting details 
of the life of an Assistant Surgeon in the Peninsula. John Hennen's 
" Observations on Military Surgery" contain references to his experiences 
in Portugal and Belgium, and Charles Boutflower's Journal, and J. G. Van 
MilIigan's "Stories of Torres Vedras" may also be mentioned, though of 
no great medical interest.1 Gutbrie's Clinical Lectures, first printed in tbe 
[.lancet and reprinted in 1853 as "Commentaries on the Surgery of the 
War," contain many good stories and much caustic comment on medical 
military administration. Wellington's Despatches and the General Orders 
have numerous and important references to medical affairs, including a 
1lumber of Morning States. The first is unfortunately not indexed. 
Napier and Sir Jobn Fortescue are of course indispensable to the student 
of this period. 

• 
Spot't. 

SOME :FISHING NOTES FROM THE U.P., INDIA. 
By MAJOR T. O. THOMPSON, 

Royal Army Medical Corps . 

. ENCOURAGED by the.very favourable comments which were received by 
me, both in private letters and in some local newspapers, cin a series of 
notes written some. six years ago on fisbing in the Nilghris, I am venturing 
once again into print in the hope that the following not/ils may be found 
equally useful. The section of country covered by these notes is a far 
cry from the Nilgbris, and the fishing differs considerably from the lovely 
trout-fishing of those fascinating hills. 

These notes do not in any way pretend to be exhaustive or learned, but 
are merely a series of jottings, which may be useful to any of those of the 
Corps or other branches of the Service who find themselves stationed in 
or near the U.P., and who have had tbe foresight to bring their rods and 
tackle with them, and may save them waste of valuable hours. 

It is the babit usually in any dissertation on fisbing, or even in the 
smallest of published notes, to commence by giving an exhaustive account 
of rods and tackle, and the writer's pet theories are often heavily exploited, 
or some special rod-maker's fancy gadgets are described and illnstrated. 

It is not my intention to follow tbis example; but I trust tbat any 

1 The chief interest in Milligan's book is the account of the eccentric Irish Assistant 
Surgeon, Maurice Quin of the 31st, wl;lOm James Grant probably had in mind when he 
descdbed Dr. Quin in the" Romance of'Var." Quin was certainly not typical of the army 
surg€lon of that date, who was more usually a sober· minded Scotsman. 
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T. D.Th(Jmpson 221 

patient reader will forgive me if, at times, some special device, whiGh has 
been found successful, is minutely described in order to assist those, if ally, 
who wish to gain a. second-hand experience from these notes. 

The notes cover chiefly such fishing as can be obtained when stationed 
at Meerut and Ranikhet, and touring or on leave in the neighbouring 
districts. 

MEERUT. 

A pleasant enough station, with many occupations and distractions, but 
it cannot boast of any river other than small local nullahs and ponds, "from 

MAP I.-Sketch map of Meerut area. 

which the local professional extracts fish for the market by means of nets 
and patience. 

The Meerut plain is, however, irrigated by the Upper Ganges Canal. the 
main portion of which passes some 10 miles west of the cantonment; 
and a branch some 15 mi les to the east between the town and the" 
Ganges, crossing the Garhmukhtesar road just beyond the village of 
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222 Some Fishing Notes from the U.P., India 

Khitor. Fishing in this portion is on the same lines as in the niain canal, 
but personal experience on one occasion only, produced a blank day at a 
fall south of the road. 

The main canal comes down from the head works at Hardwar, through 
the cantonment of Roorkee, past Muzzafarnagar, crosses under the Meerut
Roorkee road at Khitauli, 18 miles out, and runs south within 7 miles of 
Meerut, crossing under the Meerut-Sa.t:dana road 7 miles out and the 
Meerut-Bhagput road 10 miles out. 

Further south it crosses under the Meerut-Delhi road 20 miles out, 
and again under the Delhi-Garhmukhtesar road near Dharsana some 14 
miles from Delhi, or 5 miles south of the Delhi-Meerut road bridge. 

These canals form a most excellent substitute· for rivers, and some 
very good fishing may be obtained from them. The canals have a steady, 
fairly rapid flow, which is augmented at intervals .of about 5 to 8 miles by 
falls of about 10 feet. At the falls a side cut and lock allow the passage of 
barges, and in these side cuts often good fishing can be obtained. 

'l'hroughout the Roorkee-Meerut sections each canal has a canal road 
along the left or east hank. This road is private and is protected by gates 
at various intervals. A pass or permission to use this road has to be 
obtained from the Canal authorities. In the Roorkee division a key may 
be obtained from the Executive Engineer for a deposit of Bs. 100, which 
is refunded on return of the key. It is no use trying to get through 
without this key, because some of the gates are double locked now, owing 
to malpractice of certain sections of the public. For the Meerut section 
a pass is usually readily granted by the Executive Engineer. For the 
Dhasana section them are no gates but a pass should be obtained. 

'rhe falls or weirs are shown on Map 1. . The best or easiest to fish 
from Meerut are :-

(1) Bhola fall; where the Meerut city water supply is taken in. Proceed 
out along the Bhagput road and turn up the canal from the road bridge. 

(2) Salawa fall; a very good pool. Proceed up the Roorkee ioad to the 
9th milestone j turn left along the north Sardana road and then up the 
canal about 5 miles. 

There is an excellent side cut from a mill at this fall, in which good 
sport may be had below a small weir. My sons, aged 5 and 7, got rohu 
of H, 3i, 2~ and 5 pounds respectively in a short afternoon's fishing at 
this spot. 

(3) Chitaura fall;' about 4 miles above the Khitauli Bridge. Reached 
by the Boorkee road to Khitauli and then up the canal. 

(4) Dhasana fall; a big and very popular fall, which frequently has 
three or four fishermen of a Suriday. Easily reached by turning off down 
the canal from the Delhi road. ' 

Miss Jackson's jheel is on the west of this fall. This teems with duck, 
but permission to shoot must be obtained from Miss. J ackson. 

'. The fish in the canals are of many kinds, but for the fun of mahseer 
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fishing. the falls or the runs below the bridges are the only really likely 
!Spots. The mahseer are usually in excellent condition when the water is 
fishable and are always capable of giving good sport. The water is 
frequently rather muddy, especially when the canals are first opened, 
but if a visibility of 6 inches is found it should be possible to get fish. 
However, the clearer the water the better are the chances. The clearness 
of the water depends largely on the condition of the Ganges and also 
on the amount of irrigation being done. The best times are probably 
in November, before the weather becomes too cold, but better still in 
March or early April. ' 

Good strong tackle is advisable hecause, although the fish are not 
usually large, up to 2 pounds, 'there is often difficulty in following the 
fish down the run at first. 

The fishing areas are just below the white water in the swirl of the 
pooL The ,pools are formed by a series of steps below the actual fall, off 
which the water surges into a large basin. Below the basin is a narrow 
run of about 300 to 400 yards, after which the canal resumes its 
normal run. 

The weir is supported by two or three buttresses which extend out 
into the pool, and it is here the difficulty arises, because a fisherman 
stallding on one of these has to hold on to his fish until he can get up on 
the weir bridge and round on to the bank. Beware how you let your 
spinner sink, because the bottom of the pool and fall-steps are composed of 
huge wi're crates filled with stones. If your trace gets round a wire, there 
is no chance of getting if again. 

Method of Fishing.-Spinning is essentially the method for mahseer in 
these pools. Some people use spoon, or various types of artificial minnow; 
others prefer a fresh chilwa on a Rivett-Carnac tackle or some similar type 
of mount. ' Personally, I always use the bent formalin-chil wa with a single 
triangle hook on a wire trace passed away from the vent out through the 
mouth., If the chilwa is properly prepared and correctly bent, one will 
last many hours of fishing. It has just the action of an injured living fish. 
It is bright and attractive. ' It does not sink of its own accord. It is less 
likely to foul snags of any kind; and finally, if hung up and lost, the loss is 
only one triangle hook, a portion of trace and a cheap chilwa. It is the 
cheapest type of spinner. I always use this type of spinner wherever I 
can, as it is so handy and it obviates the long wait for the catching of 
fresh chilwa or the necessity of taking a supply of fresh ones out each 
time. The method of making them is as follows :-

(1) Get half to one pound of fresh good-conditioned chilwa. Place 
them in a large soup plate in a position practically straight until near the 
tail which is kinked round at about 45° to the body. 

(2) Place the selected ten or twelve side by side in this position. I 
usually place them alternately, belly up and back up, so that half of my 
baits-spin in the opposite direction to the other half and the use of several 
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224 Some Fishing Notes from the U.P., India 

alternate spinners in a day's fisbing prevents baving the line twisted always 
in the same direction.· . . 

(3) Over the chilwa pour two or three tablespoons of concentrated 
formalin, taking care that all tbe surfaces of each fish· are wette~ with it. 
Allow to stand five to ten minutes. This ensures the setting of each fish. 

(4) Fill up with ordinary water to cover all fish and leave twenty-four 
hours. 

(5) Pour off the formalin solution and cover with fresh water and add 
two tablespoons of powdered coarse salt; fill up with water and leave 
forty-eight hours. . 

(6) Pour off solution .. Pack baits into cigarette tin and sprinkle with 
more powdered common salt. 

(7) 'l'hey can be kept like this for many months. The tins tend to 
rust and may discolour the fish after· a· time. 

(8) For use: pass a wire snood mounted with a single triangle, by 
means of a baiting needle, up through the vent; bring,the wire out through 
the mouth. Draw the hook up flush to the vent. UlQse the mouth with a 
couple of thin thread stitches. I never use weights inside the. fish. I 
have never yet found the hook fail to hook a fish which had really gone 
for and captured the. bait. The· size of the triangle should vary with 
the size of the bait. 

Use a good deep-keeled at).ti~kink lead on your line above your trace. 
With this type of b\1it I have found that if a fish really means business at 
all, he will practically always go for the \:}ait and, if he actually snatches at 

. it, provided a proper sized triangle has been· used, hooking of the fish 
almost invariably results .. I also find that, with a goodanti:kink lead and 
no weight in the fish itself, a ll1uchmore natural wobbling spin is given to 
the b!J,it. This can readily be watched in. any heavy run, wherein it is seen 
that the· lead remains steady and the bait appears to make a continual series 
of wild darts from one side to the other. 

I have sometimes found, even in the clearest of water, that whereas 
with any other typeof bait the mabseer will mer~lycome up to have a look 
at the offered bait, with this natural wobbler, if he comes, the apparent 
struggles of the wounded fish are too. much for him to resist the 
temptation. 

Besides mahseer fishing, there are many othl'lr types of fish in these 
canals, which require a certain amount of skill and patience. The fishing 
is carried out by the same methods as for tank angling, and fish such as 
rohu and kala ban se require some pretty quick striking. 

The spots which have been recommended to me or 1 have tried are: 
(1) the side cut and sand banks below the main run .at Salawa; (2) the 
sand banks below Dhasana fall; (3) the cut and banks below Bhola fall; 
(~) the wharf above the bridge on the Meerut~Sardana road; (5) the escape 
outfalJ west of Bhola into the Hindan Riv,er. This last spot, I am told, 
gi ves very good fishing indeed when the escape has been recently opened. 
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T. O. T hornpson 225 

At these times spinning may produce results; but the usual bait is either 
some atta mixture or any kind of meat bait. I have seen some fine fish 
caught from this spot. In the Hindan River itself may be had the usual 
type of bottom fishing, either with atta, meat or dead fish at almost any 
spot. Just below the bridge of hoats on the Meemt-Bhagput road there 
are usually some big fish in evidence. . 

About five miles down stream from this bridge there is an excellent 
piece of river when the water runs deep past several steep cliffs. This is at 
a village next above the village of Surana, and can be reached by kuchha 
tracks in a Ford or Chevrolet across country for about five miles by leaving 
the main road half a mile east of the bridge over the Hindan. It is a 
delightful spot where we have had many a picnic-shoot.ThEl shooting 
includes. black buck, chinkara, partridges, black and grey, duck of all 
kinds, snipe, quail, pigeon and mugger, and yarns about hyenas and wolves 
are included. 

Here 1 have watched a local fisherman catch some fish with dead bait 
and he assured me he got fish of 1 i to 2 maunds weight (100 to 150 pounds) 
on the same tackle. Looking at his tackle I could well believe him. The 
water abounds also with turtles. 

DELHI. 

'1'he1'e is only one spot llear here of which much can be said, and that 
is at Okhla. Here is the dam for the take-off of the Agra or Lower J umna 
canal, and the fishing here is described in various books, such as "The 
Mighty Mahseer," and" The Rod in India." 

Unfortunately for the fisherman stationed in Delhi, the locality is now 
a fashionable evening resort for all the wealthy inhabitants of the whole 
of Delhi, and anything up to 300 cars will be found parked round the head 
of the canal, and fishing has to be conducted before and amongst a crowd 
resemblillg closely a bank holiday crush. However, as the hot weather 
comes on, the crowd is not so great, but there always appear to be at 
least twenty to twenty-five fishermen to take the best spots available. 
Okhla is about eight miles from Delhi; proceed along the Muttra road and 
take the first turn to the left when clear of the outskirts of Delhi itself. 

There is an enormous variety of fish to be caught here, though personal 
experience has been limited to gooncb. These grow very large, and tales 
are told of monsters of over two maullds (160 pounds). 

Spinning, fly fishing for butchwa, atta baits and green weed are all 
reliable methods for various types of fish ; but baiting with a bunch of live 
chilwa is the method universally employed by the local semi-professional. 

The method is of interest from two points:-
(1) The method of procuring chilwa. An empty hasket is let down 

from the weir on a string so that it hallgs just clear at the side of the rmh 
of water spouting through one of the weir sluices, and about four to six 
inches above the top of the relatively smooth white water of the back eddy. 

15 
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226 Some Fishing Notes from the U.P., India 

'I.'be basket is filled in about two to ten lllInutes by chilwa which are 
jumping up the sides of tbe rush of water. 

It is amazing to see the empty basket filling of its own accord .. 
(2) The method of using tbe cbilwa. On a single large book, some 

two inches long by half incb breadtb at the curve, six to ten livecbilwa 
are strung either through their mouths or tails. The bunch is gently cast 
out and allowed to swing do·wll with the current, being kept up near the 
top by gentle tension. Many silund are caugbt this way, and one will see 
the local experts witb a fisb on every eight to ten minutes. When caught, 
the fish, varying froni five to twenty-five pounds, are strung on to a stout 
cord and kept alive in the water until fishing is finished. 

From February to May good fishing can be had, depending on the 
amount of water coming through, and also during the monsoon, after the 
water has run clear, until it gets too low in October. 

DEHRA DUN AND CHAKRATA. 

Dehra Dun can well be called the fisherman's paradise. But alas! it is 
practically an I.M.S. preserve as far as the medical service is concerned. 
However, if the newly-opened British wing to the hospital continues, then 
one at least of tbe Corps has a chance of enjoying the good things. 

From Cbakra,ta, and perbaps from Laridour, too, it is possible to get a 
taste of the delights of the Dehra Dun Fishing Association. But the long 
trip down the hill and up again, not to mention a very heavy sbare of work 
in those two salubrious spots, does not allow of that free and easy daily 
access to the fishing wbich the superior personnel of the LM.H. Dehra Dun 
appear to enjoy. 

A car is essential, either your own or a loan from a friend, preferably a 
brother angle!. 

Sketch map No. 2 shows the general idea of the fishing grounds. It 
will be seen tbat there are really two areas. West to the Jumna and its 
tributaries, and east to the Ganges and its streams, the Song and the 
Suswa. 

'I.'he fishing consists of big stuff in the J umna and Ganges, particularly 
at the junctions of such streams as the Chaluata stream, the Tons, the 
Giri and tbe Asan with the Jumna, and of the Song and Suswa with tbe 
Ganges. The type is cbiefly mahseer, but goon ch may appear, too, and 
the method is almost exclusively spinning with spoon or chilwa. In tbe 
smaller streams tbe fisbing is almost entirely mahseer, and murral and 
barillus bola (Indian trout) up to five to ten pounds. Tbese smaller streams 
are almost entirely delightful gravel streams, with clear runs and pools 
flowing through fine game jungle country. 

Practically all the water i~ now leased and preserved by the Debra Dun 
Fishing Association. The Secretary lives at the Dehra Dun Club and the 
annual subscription; limited to 100 members, is Rs. 25 each. Membership 
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T. O. Thompson 227 

is essential, though day. tickets may be obtained, because the forest roads 
leading to the fishing are now controlled by locked gates of which the keys 
can only be obtained through the Association. 

From Chakrata free fishing may be had above and below the Kalsi 
bridge, and I have frequently stopped here on my way down on tour for a 
couple of hours' fishing. There is a good pool under the bridge, provided 
log-running operations have not frightened all the fish away, and about 

{ 

MAP 2.-Sketch map of Dehra Dun, showing fishing localities. 

200 yards below the bridge is an excellent long, flat pool where I have got 
decent fish. 

A mile up stream opposite the take-off of the irrigation canal is a good 
pool against the cliff on the right bank.· 

Just where the small Chakrata stream joins the Jumna is a spot where 
one mahseer can nearly always be found, however dirty the water. The 
spot is at the point near the Asoka pillar, where the coloured and clean 
water meet. I have never tried the Tons JUDction. I understand the 
Tons water is too cold for mahseer until late in the season. 
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228 Some Fishing Notes from the U.P., India 

THE ASAN-JUMNA JUNCTioN. 

This is a very favourite spot for those who fish and those who catch 
fish. It is reached by a forest road which opens off the Chakrata
Saharanpur road, about one mile south of the bridge over the Asan. A 
key is essential. About four miles along this forest road is a forest guard's 
hut. Leave the car here, call for the fishing guard, and walk the half mile 
to the water. 

The junction of course changes with each monsoon, but for several 
years there has been an extensive parallel flow, the warm clear waters of 
the Asar} running for several hundred yards with the cold or dirty J umna 
before finally mixing. It is along this stretch that fishermen are dotted 
every forty yards on a Sunday in April and May. Fishing is with heavy 
spinning, and here 'again I have nearly always used the bent formalin
chilwa. Some very good fish have been caught here recently, chiefly by 
Mr. Quarry, an old hand, and by Major Grant, I.M.S. 

There is a good story of a lady who was fishing here last summer, with 
good new strong tackle and 150 yards of new best --'s line with some 
backing as well. She got into a very heavy fish which she could not hold, 
play it how she would, and which gradually took more and more line. 
Suddenly there was a thin plaintive wail, "Oh, my line's gone"; she had 
forgotten to tie her line to her reel and the whole new expensive outfit 
went off down the river. 

The best times of the day appear to be in the morning or an hour or 
two before sunset, but this rather depends on the weather and the months. 
March, April and May appear to give the best bags. If there is a wind 
blowing the fish cease to take an interest. 

Thereis a small grass hut built by the Association on the bank at the 
junction where one can shelter from the sun or pass a night. About a 
mile below the junction is the famous Pounta pool, said to hold monsters, 
some of which are fed from the temple on the far bank. I believe that a 
boat is necessary to fish this pool properly. 

THE ASAN. 

This is a clear, gravelly stream flowing through ineadow land and has 
some beautiful runs and pools. It is fish able for many miles up, but the 
best parts are from the road bridge down to the j unction. Part of this has 
only recently been open to members of the Association. There is a P.W.D. 
bungalow on the road by the bridge. Fishing in this part is either by fly 
or fly-spoon. The latter is often extremely effective and the chances of a 
good murral or trout are greater than with a fly. But with either a very 
fine day's or evening's sport can be had, with perhaps 10-20-30 sizeable 
mahseer up' to two or three pounds as the result. The best fly is the 
yellow spider. To my mind the trout give the best sport fo~ their size. 
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'1' .. O. Thompson 229 

They are almost always found on the flat sandy shallow towards the lower 
end of the pool. 

As the monsoon comes on very big fish run up these small streams,· the 
Asan, the Song, and Suswa. In fact, a few years ago a forty-two pound 
female fish was captured by recruits of the 9th Gurkhas right up ih the 
'1'ons, a branch of the Asan, in their own regimental lines in Dehra Dun. 

THE SONG AND SUSWA. 

These lie to the south-east of Dehra and are beautiful gravel streams 
flowing through jungle blocks, where anything from an elephant, or a tiger, 
to a python may be met. 

The way is by road to near Lachiwalla, turning off before the railway 
crossing to the right through forest roads. It would be difficult to find 
the way without local aid and a key is essential now. The best part to go 
for is along the forest roads to li miles beyond Kans Rao station. Leave 
the car at a small stream one mile beyond the station and cut straight 
through the jungle to the north to Dleet the Song. From here down to 
the junction with the Ganges there is a continuous chain of pools and runs. 
All of these hold fish, particularly when the fish are beginning to move 
up before the monsoon. 

In the monsoon period, in a break in the rains, good fish can be got up 
to and above Lachiwalla, but the forest roads are closed and a journey by 
train is necessary for Kans Rao at this period. Very good bags can be 
got in the Kans Rao section. I have recollections of a delightful day with 
Major Grant, when Colonel Fry, the A.D.M.S., and Grant and I got 
seventy-five sizeable fish in the day (all were not kept). 

Although the Song changes its course practically every monsoon, there 
is one pool worth describing. That is the J akhan pool. The Song may be 
warm and clear and meets the J akhan stream, which comes out of the trees 
bringing seemingly ice-cold clear water from the dense jungle. A mag
nificent pool with a deep run under the high jungle bank gives ideal 
fishing. Thirty-three fish from this one pool was, I think, the score for 
the day mentioned above. 

The lower part of the Song and that of the Suswa can also be reached 
from Hardwar (or Roorkee) by the road from Hardwar to Raiwalla on the 
Rikhikesh road. Magnificent water can be got at in this section and the 
association has a fishing bungalow close to the river, near the road bridge, 
just east of the Hardwar·Rikhikesh railway. A stay at this bungalow, 
which is provided with crockery, etc., will give anyone a magnificent 
week· end fishing. 

Notc.-It can be amazingly hot on the open gravelly bed of the Song 
near the junction. 

The junction itself has been very poor for some years, as the Song 
arid the Suswa join and run in at right angles to the Ganges, giving very 
little opportunity of fishing the mixing waters. 
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The Suswa is a smaller~ but very beautiful, jungle stream which will 
giv~ good sport when the other waters are dirty with flood. 

HARDwAR. 

Much has been written about the fishing here; but, having no personal 
experience, I will only mention that fishing in or near the sacred pool is 
forbidden, and fishing actually from the works of the canal dam is not 
allowed; but this difficulty can be got over by fishing from the bank and 
rock immediately below the works. Most wonderful fishing can be got 
here by those who can obtain permission. The saered pool is a wonderful 

,sight with a solid carpet of mahseer from five to fifty pounds, which surge 
up in a struggling mass when atta or grain is thrown in. 

(To be continued.) 

• 

(tllrrent 1UteratllrC. 

MACY, IOLE G. & OUTHOUSE, JULIA. Breast Milk-a Variable Food. 
J.. AlIier. Dietetic Ass. 1928, v. 4, 9-14. [9refs.] [Nutrition Research 
Labs. of the Merrill-Palmer :School and Children's Hosp" Michigan, 
Detroit.] , 

The authors deal briefly with studies by themselves and others on factors 
affecting the quantity and composition of human milk. Psychic factors 
play an important role in human milk production, and examples are quoted 
of temporary reduction in the quantity of milk secreted, caused by fright or 
anxiety .. A i'eduction in liquid intake, failure to empty the brea.sts COll1-
'pletel}T at' given intervals; and overwork all tend to lower the qualltity 
produced. The vitamin A content of average human milk is such that 2 to 
3 c.c. suffice to supply the daily growth requiremeuts of rats. Subnormal 

'variations in the quantity of this vitamin frequently occur. The vitamin 
content of the, diet of the mother appears largely to determine the content 
of vitamin in the milk produced. For example, the milk from a lactating 
woman whose diet cOllsisted largely of tea and toast dirl riot contain suffi
cient vitamin A to maintain rats when fed as the sole source of vitamin A 
in the diet. AlIother example is the fact that the Oriental women with 
beriberi produce milk deficient in vitamin B, with the inevitable result of 
beriberi in their infants. It is considered inadvisable to depend upon milk 
to supply babies with sufficient vitamins C and D, and supplementary 
sources of these vitamins, should be included in the diet. 

DOUGLAS C. HARRISON. 

Reprinted frorn ." Bulletin of Hygiene," Vol. 4, No. 10. 
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